CULTURAL HERITAGE DIGITIZATION IN INDONESIA: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON PRESERVING DEPOK COLONIAL HERITAGE
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Abstract

New technologies, such as digital photography, 3D scanner, and augmented reality, provide an alternative to preserve heritage sites. The focal point for this article is to continue the discourse on the advantages of digital preservation based on our work in Depok, called Depok Lama Project. Depok is a city located in West Java Province that has many colonial buildings, such as residential settlements, churches, and bridges. However, a recent study shows almost 75% of colonial buildings have been demolished over the last decade due to city development and rapid modernization. We created a project to digitize the cultural heritage in Depok to prevent further destruction and encourage the importance of the buildings to the public through digital media. This project is a multidisciplinary project that involved archaeologists, historians, IT experts, and the local community in creating an interactive system database regarding heritage buildings in Depok. Four studies were carried out to develop the Depok Lama Project, namely content information study, end-user perspective study, website design framework construction, and evaluation study. The first study was used to collect information regarding the historical buildings at the Old Depok. The second study was conducted to investigate the information presentation preferred by the end-users. The third study concerned the development of a website prototype based on data from previous studies. The final study was to evaluate and enhance the website prototype. The results show that the cultural heritage digitization is not only useful for preservation but also for public engagement and facilitate cultural learning.
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INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that cultural heritage across the world threatened by modernization. The pressures for development have made modernization a priority in many countries, including Indonesia. Many modernization projects, such as building telecommunication and transportation infrastructure, are often planned without paying any attention to or having a proper assessment of the historical landscape (Hosagrahar, 2015: 118). As a consequence, the destruction of the authenticity of heritage occurs in many cases. A recent example is the nomination of Old Town of Jakarta for inscription on the UNESCO world heritage list. ICOMOS examination of the Old Town of Jakarta dossier shows current, and further urban development planning in the area had transformed the landscape of the sites. Thus, it affected to deterioration of the area’s integrity and authenticity (ICOMOS, 2018: 95-96). The result of the ICOMOS evaluation of Old Town of Jakarta causes the Indonesian government to withdraw the dossier from UNESCO.

In the case of Depok, a study from Yayasan Lembaga Cornelis Chastelein or Cornelis Chastelein Foundation (hereafter YLCC), an independent foundation who deal with history and heritage in Depok, shows almost 75% of historic buildings has been demolished for new residences and other commercial buildings purpose (Arifianto, 2017). Institutional lack of capacity to manage a range of issues related to the cultural impact of modernization projects is one of the significant challenges that has threatened cultural heritage in Depok. Unfortunately, this happened to Depok although this city was a particuliere landerijen or private estate owned by Cornelis Chastelein, an extraordinary member of the Raad van Indie, in the 17th century AD. The uniqueness of Depok under Chastelein’s rule was he taught his
slaves of Christianity and freeing them from illiteracy. It because he criticized the VOC for always concerning their commercial interests without prospering people in the colony. Several scholars noted he succeeded in making Depok a productive example of a colony city without persecution (Irsam, 2017: 42; Jonathans, 2011: 35; Kanumoyoso, 2011: 88). He also successfully integrates his slaves into Dutch society in Indonesia. How the slaves speak, act, and dress up as same as the Dutch people. The Chastelein slaves then continued to manage the land and became the embryo of modern Depok. Meanwhile, most people globally are frequent users of digital technologies such as computer games, mobile phones, and television. Furthermore, this habit is predicted not to change much in the near future (Rodil & Winschiers-Theophilus, 2018: 144). In an attempt to bridge the public, technology, and preservation, we see the digitization of cultural heritage as a plausible way to safeguarding heritage in Depok. The utilization of computer technology for heritage preservation purpose that replicates visualizes or simulates is called digital heritage (Y. E. Kalay, 2007: 6-8). Another way to defining the concept of digital heritage preservation is computer-generated materials of heritage value that should keep for the future generation. UNESCO also made a charter on the digital heritage preservation to ensure public accessibility, to prevent a threat to being lost for posterity, and digital continuity in the long-term (UNESCO, 2003).

In Indonesia, digitization is essential for documenting the national cultural wealth because current documentation process is still inadequate and not well-structured (Tanaamah & Wenas, 2014: 125-126). Academicians and heritage practitioners in Indonesia are started using digital media for preservation, communication, and research of cultural heritage. In 2014, the Universitas Indonesia in collaboration with Balai Pelestarian Cagar Budaya Jambi (BPCB Jambi) create a digital database of pottery and ceramics from Muarajambi Temple that open to the public (Pojoh, Sulistyowati, Nugraha, & Caesario, 2015). Tanaamah and Wenas made a digital repository of tangible and intangible heritage at Kasunanun Surakarta Palace (Tanaamah & Wenas, 2014). Melkior Sitokdana (2015: 107-108) in his research stated that cultural heritage digitization could be benefited to the knowledge management system, tourism and business, government regulation, and education. Furthermore, digitization also supports protection, development, and utilization of heritage under the mandate of the Cultural Heritage Act No. 11/2010 and Cultural Advancement Act No. 5/2017.

Kasper Rodil and Matthias Rehm (2015: 50) stated that digital technology would greatly benefit to the preservation of cultural heritage and more inclusion of
public. However, some considerations need to be taken into account when incorporating heritage values and information in digital media. How to make the end-users aware of its heritage significance? How to determine cultural information to be included and discarded on the website? How to construct efficient narratives to facilitate cultural learning? Those are questions that need to deliberate while working on digital heritage. Therefore, we see a strong reason to evaluate the processes, effects, and outcomes of turning heritage digital.

Several studies have proposed essential aspects for designing virtual heritage environments that facilitate cultural learning. An interactive presentation should be suitable for learning that appealing, enjoyable, engaging, and allow users to explore by themselves. To form a well digital environment (website) as informal education media that leads to historical and cultural awareness among users involves four essential factors, namely information content related, environment setting, user interface, and user experience (Abubakar, Jahnkassim, & Mahmud, 2013: 5-6; Ibrahim & Ali, 2018: 5; Tanaamah & Wenas, 2014: 131-132). By acknowledge those four elements, the presentation of heritage information and its embodied interaction will evoke end-users awareness of heritage conservation. Thus, the objective of this paper is to demonstrate the use of digital technology for heritage preservation while at the same time facilitate cultural learning that affects the end user’s sense of awareness and appreciation toward heritage values.

The focal point for this article is to continue the discourse on the advantages of digital preservation. In this article, we present a case study of our work in Depok called Depok Lama Project. The website can access through www.depoklamaprotect.com. All of the information contained in the website is in Bahasa, Indonesia. We created this project to digitize the cultural heritage in Depok to prevent further destruction and encourage the importance of the buildings to the public through digital media. This project is a multidisciplinary project that involved archaeologists, historians, IT experts, and the local community in creating an interactive system database regarding heritage buildings in Depok. By using digital technology for heritage preservation, this paper argued it also could facilitate cultural learning that affected the end user’s sense of awareness and appreciation toward heritage values and its significances.

**METHODS**

Four studies were carried out to develop the Depok Lama Project, namely content information study, end-user perspective study, website design framework construction, and evaluation studies (Figure 2). The methods we used based on the Virtual Heritage Environment framework (Ibrahim & Ali, 2018). The original framework has divided the study into five phases, namely content requirement study (heritage expert perspective), content requirement study (end-user perspective), design framework construction, expert review, and evaluation study. We merge the expert review to evaluation study because the heritage expert that review our website also our participants for the evaluation study.

The first study was used to collect information regarding the history, collective memory, and other related information regarding historical buildings at the Old Depok. We conducted interviews in the first study with nine people who represented the major parties involved and affected by the heritage of Depok. Our informants included YLCC, local elders, the descendants of Chastelein’s slave, heritage experts, and historians. The interview was used to gain insights and a more in-depth understanding of the multiple perspectives and factors that contribute to our content information development. In this way, our interpretation can be checked, reinterpreted, and evaluated by various actors (Mutema, 2003: 5). Also, we conducted a literature survey and collected old pictures and old maps to grasp the bigger picture of historical buildings in Depok.

![Figure 2](source: Authors, 2018)

The second study was conducted to investigate the information presentation preferred by the end-users. It also prevents overwhelming information and unattractive design. Semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions were used to know participants’ perspective on what kind of information they would like to see on the website. The total number of participants
was 28 respondents (17 males and 11 females) aged between 18-34. All of the participants use the computer and are familiar with the internet and digital information. All the participants live in Depok. Thirteen regularly, participants have a background in either archaeology or history. We realized that this number of participants could not represent the voice of Depok Society. We conducted this study with a small number of participants to be able in-depth analysis, and it is difficult to find a dedicated respondent who is willing to spend a considerable amount of time considering this program runs within a year.

The third study concerned the development of a website prototype based on data from previous studies. The scope of the development focused on five elements of conducive virtual heritage environment that we already discussed in the introduction. We also collaborated with IT experts, visual designer, and marketing experts in the process of development.

The objective of the final study was to avoid possible issues and to provide gain suggestions to improve the framework and the quantitative method used with closed-ended questions to systematically measure the usefulness of factors. The participants for this study were the same people from a prior study with five additional participants. Thus, they had experienced in the beginning process, which made it easier to use for them to analyze information from the website. The refined framework re-evaluated and finalized based on feedback given by our respondents. State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the 17th century AD, Depok was a plantation area owned by a high ranked VOC, Cornelis Chastelein (Irysam, 2017: 39-43). He brought more than a hundred slaves to work on his land in Depok from all over Nusantara, particularly from Bali, Makassar, Maluku, Java, and Rote Island. Nevertheless, unlike other landlords at that time who only concerned their interests, Chastelein taught his slaves Christianity and free them from illiteracy. According to R. M. Jonathans (2011: 35-37), in his speech during Depok Festival, Chastelein was treated his slave with compassion and established rules of life that inherited until now. His rules cover seven aspects, namely religion (Christianity); social welfare; social security and protection; economy and trade; democracy; preserve the environment; and literacy. He did that because he tried to create Depok as a prototype colony area that is fully managed by an indigenous community (Ongirwalu & Jonathans, 2014: 30-33). At the end of his life, Cornelis Chastelein liberated his slaves and gave his land at Depok to them. The Chastelein slaves then continue to manage the land, which became the embryo of modern Depok. Thus, the Chastelein slaves are now known as ‘The Old Depok People’ or ‘Dutch Depok.’ The Old Depok people divided into twelve family names, namely Bacas, Isahk, Jonathans, Jacob, Joseph, Loen, Laurens, Leander, Tholense, Soedira, Samuel, and Zadokh. It is not known when the family names were used and who gave the names. Some scholars assumed that they got their family name from Christian priests who adopted these names from the bible. However, Soedira is known as the oldest family name since it is the only name that registered in Chastelein’s testament.

In 1871, the Netherland-Indies government gave Depok an autonomy status that allowed the Old Depok People to form their government with the president as the highest leader. The President of Depok assisted by nine foremen, traditional police, and kumitir (who controls plantation production) (Irysam, 2017: 44). Since 1871 there were five presidents of Depok. During this time, the city center consisted of only four main roads, namely Kerkweg, Paserstraat, Middenweg, and Kartinistraat. Kerkweg was the main road that lies government buildings, church, and schools (Figure 3). As the name implies, Paserstraat was the trading center of the city. On the other side of the city center was Middenweg, which connected Depok with Batavia and Buitenzorg. Kartinistraat was a road that connects the city to the railway station. Today, this area is known as ‘Depok Lama’ or Old Depok.

After the independence of Indonesia in 1945, Depok became the NICA military base. In 1952, Depok was nationalized and became part of the Republic of Indonesia. Most of the street names were also nationalized, as Kerkweg became Jalan Pemuda, Paserstraat became Jalan Dewi Sartika, and Middenweg became Jalan Siliwangi. Only Kartinistraat or Jalan Kartini has not been changing until today. At that time, Depok was a sub-district that covered 21 villages under the Parang Regency jurisdiction. In 1976, a national residence project started in Depok which triggered the development of the Depok to become a city in 1982. The city of Depok continued growing into a modern city that we see today.

Based on a brief description of the history of Depok, there must have been many historical buildings that witnessed the development of the city. Along Pemuda Street alone there are many buildings dating from the 18th century AD to the pre-independence period, such as the GPIB Immanuel Church (see Figure 4), Eben Haazer Building, Dutch schools (now Pancoran Mas 2 Elementary School), Vicarage and Colonial government building (now Harapan Hospital). These buildings are monuments and reminders of the past Depok City as the first Christian city and one of the oldest plantation areas in Indonesia (Prasidha & Martokusumo, 2014).

Nowadays, unfortunately, some of the remaining buildings have deteriorated and have been demolished due to city development. The local government does not seem to pay attention to the importance of preserving the historical buildings in Depok even though these buildings have an identity, culture, history, and collective memory of the people of Depok. Therefore, we tried to preserve this part of history in a digital form (website) under the Depok Lama Project. The website could access through www.depoklamaproyect.com. All of the information contained in the website is in Bahasa, Indonesia.

Inside and Outside Actors

We argued that the most critical point in digital archaeology involves the participants who actively manage the sites as our main informant. Thus, the first organization we contacted when starting this project was YLCC. We engaged the YLCC because this foundation is organized by the Old Depok people who were actively preserving the legacy of Cornelis Chastelein, such as their land, public buildings (church and vicarage) and school. We want to create a website with stories of historical buildings from local people memories to trigger end-users curiosity. Our initial idea strengthened by the fact that the local community had maintained indigenous traditions and memories throughout the centuries and researchers have to recognize their influences on heritage sites (Murphy, 2014: 8; Rodil & Winschiers-Theophilus, 2016: 146).

Throughout the interview with a delegation from YLCC, we found a complex problem on the situation of
the current historical buildings. In 2004, the local government had initiated to register the Old Depok area as a cultural heritage. However, the registration is still pending. Because the Old Depok area is a legacy from the Netherlands colonialism, it could create controversies and problems if this area granted cultural heritage status. Thus, the local government is postponing the heritage status of Old Depok area until now.

To prevent rising issues in Depok society when we publish the digitization of historical buildings in Old Depok area to the public, we consulted and interviewed heritage experts, historian, and local community who concerns about the history of Depok to gain more information about this issue. While we interview those parties, we got an idea to create a storytelling website about the history of the Old Depok area from multiple perspectives. Rather than focusing on the story of the building itself, we present the story of how the Old Depok area built and what does it inherit to us. Thus, end-users can understand and evaluate the story that may raise the awareness and appreciation to the historical buildings in Depok.

**Website Content Development**

At the early development stage, while considering the initial web-design, selection on the content subject is purposely discussed with our participants and questionnaire respondents in order to get a useful model to propagate the heritage information. Based on the discussions, we are using the interactive digital storytelling models for Depok Lama Project website. There are many definitions of interactive digital storytelling, but in this paper, we define it as a combination of various digital multimedia, such as images, audio, and video to tell users a story (Robin, 2006: 709). By using this model, the content of information should attract a broader audience due to the utilization of various multimedia.

We divided the story of the website into five chapters, namely the etymology of Depok, Depok during Chastelein’s period, Depok after the death of Chastelein, Gedoran Depok, and Historical Buildings. The story based on the information derived from our interviewees of the first study. We presented the information from interviewees into audio that users can choose and hear. Thus, the story of each chapter is a combination of insights from various perspectives that allow users to interpret and evaluate by themselves (see Figure 5). All of the information on the website is written in Bahasa Indonesia, because our target users are Indonesian people, especially Depok society.

In order to address structured information to users, our respondents suggested creating a guide sentence to attract user’s curiosity and interest in particular topics. When writing the description, we highlighted the main point of what our informants discussed. We wrote the description in short and straightforward text to ensure the attractiveness of the website and to avoid overwhelming information for users. We also put a picture related to the topic with trivia information to enhance users’ attention (an example shown in Figure 6).

**User Interface and Experience of Depok Lama Project**

The questionnaire was distributed after the group The user interface is defined as the place where interaction between human and computer system happens. The user
interface has a secure connection to user experience. An excellent user interface will satisfy the user while exploring the website. Therefore, in the interface aspects, we collaborated with IT experts, visual designer, and marketing experts to create an explicit navigation instruction that makes users exploring the website more accessible. The selection of font style, color palette, and size of the picture have to be well-calculated in order to produce conducive environment settings. We chose a greyscale palette as a website color scheme to make a vintage atmosphere and suited it with old pictures. The suggestion for font style is the sans serif font that does not have to extend features at the end of strokes. This type of font is more readable on a computer screen and is easier to read for people with dyslexia.

Based on the discussion with our experts, we also added background music songs to play with the user’s emotion. Music is well-known as the language of emotions. Background music can affect the user’s mood and emotion while absorbing the information from the website (Kim et al., 2010: 256-258). A sad song was used in the story of the deterioration of historical buildings while adventure music used on the page of Cornelis Chastelein migrate from the Netherlands to Batavia.

The early design stage puts interviewees insight into a particular theme into text that users can click using icons to reveal the information. In the second study on the end-user perspective, we tested the prototype on our participants. The designated tasks were navigating through the website and reading the contained information. They have the option to ignore the information or to stop whenever they want. The feedback from the participants stated that the website feels hollow and quite dull. Then, we put the original audio of the interview to change the information texts.

Interestingly, the participants gave positive feedbacks and more curious to discover more on the website. The participants can feel the emotion of interviewees when they told their stories to make them excited. It perhaps explains the necessity of using multisensory digital media to keep users interested when exploring the website (Robin, 2006). Thus, we decided to use the audio recording for the interviewee's explanation. From this experiment, we learned that we have to maximize the user’s senses in the form of music, audio recording, pictures, and other visual design to increase users’ interest in exploring the website. The biggest challenge when designing the storytelling website is not just how to make the audiences learn, but also how to motivate them to learn.

End-Users Evaluation

The newly enhanced prototype was used in the evaluation by the end-user participants (Study 4). The designated tasks were the same as Study 2, with additional questions of what they had learned from the website. From the results, we observed that all participants had learned something from the website. They were curious to learn more and feeling excited about the new information gained. We presumed that the participants wanted to learn the information on the website because it needs active participation from participants. They can reinterpret, reach conclusions, and increase their understanding by themselves while exploring the website. It is in line with Hein’s statement that learning is an active process which requires the learners to interact ‘minds-on’ and ‘hands-on’ (with the
materials); learning is the process of grappling new information and not only absorbing it (Hein, 1998: 345-346). Besides, active learning recognizes that in order to learn, the learner’s active participation is required.

The most exciting findings in this evaluation are around 70% (28 persons) of the participants wanted to visit the actual area to have physical interaction with the Old Depok area. Almost 10% (10 persons) of participants already visited the site after the previous experiment (Study 2). They also started asking why is there no signage or information board, why the buildings look dirty, and why the government did not pay attention to conserve the buildings. In this sense, the website evoked the participants’ awareness of historical building in Depok. It opens up more opportunities to engage the public in the actual heritage preservation process in Depok. If the public actively participates in the preservation of the Old Depok area, the local government does not have a reason to postpone its heritage status.

The Benefit of Cultural Heritage Digitization

In the previous section, have described the digitizing project of cultural heritage in Depok. Many advantages can obtain by implementing cultural heritage digitization in other sites in Indonesia as it provides solutions to heritage management in Indonesia. In this section, we would like to emphasize three benefits of using cultural heritage digitization.

Firstly, the digitizing of cultural heritage provides an alternative to preserve heritage sites. It can retain more data in digital format, while at the same time reducing the physical cost and storage. When preserving cultural heritage, it is not only focused on recovering the sites or structure but also the collective memory of local people that carry identity and meaning (Malpas, 2007: 16). The inter-relation of person and ‘material stuff’ made cultural heritage is formed and maintained. As in the case of Depok Lama Project, we recorded the memory of local people, academicians, and heritage activists in digital format. By using digital format, we can record and updated the information from time to time in an integrated database that minimizes data confusion. It is in line with Pojoh et al. statement (2015: 78-79) that digital database facilitates data collection in terms of time efficiency and the sustainability of information repository.

Secondly, digital heritage is useful for public engagement. According to the UNESCO World Heritage Convention and the Cultural Heritage Act No. 11/2010, everyone has the right to participate and enjoy freedom in the creation of cultural heritage. In Indonesia, public participation related to heritage preservation still faced many challenges. When it comes to preserving and disseminating scientific knowledge and cultural heritage, decision making tends to delegated to government, academicians, or heritage experts (Hampton, 2005: 742-743; Lukman, 2017: 25). The majority of society is intended only to be informed about the decisions made and is not required to give an opinion as well as participation. Digital technologies and the internet bring opportunities to reach broader audiences and engage new user experiences and reusing it to develop learning and educational content, as shown in the Depok Lama Project.

Lastly, cultural heritage digitization can facilitate cultural learning. Digital heritage is providing space, time, and perspectives in order to grapple the heritage issue. In the case of Depok Lama Project, the website provides a window of memories from various perspectives with a diverse set of values and beliefs related to cultural heritage in Depok. Furthermore, by incorporates digital interactivity and multimedia representations, it offers ‘a scene’ through time and space that are qualitatively different from what may be possible using traditional media and narratives that improve communication with the user (Dave, 2007: 48-49). The designated information in the website attract users’ attention and engage them to be interested in exploring further. Then, it allows people to make meaningful connections with the historic building in Depok and, in the end, it evoked the participants’ awareness and appreciation to that heritage as reflected in the end-user evaluation.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we attempt to demonstrate that cultural heritage digitization can also facilitate cultural learning. In the development of the website, four essential factors considered, namely information content related, environment setting, user interface, and user experience. We also examine those four factors in a more general context with end-users. For example, navigation aids, multimedia information, background music, and color palettes. This project considered a preliminary study, and further research is still necessary for these four factors of cultural heritage digitization.

We have learned that cultural heritage digitization is not only beneficial for preservation but also useful to engage the public. Besides, the storytelling website is not merely giving knowledge to the users, but it also provides a setting that provokes users to discover and create meaningful connections with the heritage that leads to cultural awareness and appreciation. Hopefully, this sense of awareness and appreciation of the heritage should encourage their desires to protect and preserve the buildings.

This phenomenon creates a new opportunity to expand the potential of digital media not only for heritage preservation but also for community involvement. In order to address public interests, heritage practitioner needs to implement new mobile
technologies, which can combine the entertainment of digital technology such as video games to learn about heritage. The emergence of new research on digital heritage is an initiative that should be emerged and welcomed by heritage practitioner and archaeologists in Indonesia.
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